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MTK Android device rooting
MOBILE FORENSICS

The already available MTK Android dump method allows our users to bypass
both screen lock and disk encryption (whether it is software or hardware) to
extract a complete decrypted physical dump. In Oxygen Forensic® Detective 12.4,
we have enhanced our support for Android devices based on Mediatek chipset
by introducing the alternative method of physical extraction via rooting.
The new rooting method is compatible with over 80% of Android devices based
on the Mediatek arm64 chipset and having the security patch level until March
1, 2020. Please note that rooting requires a device to be unlocked. To obtain root
rights on MTK Android device, choose “Android physical (via ADB)” in Oxygen
Forensic® Extractor and follow the instructions. Once data is extracted, you can
reboot a device to return it to the non-rooted state.

Picture 1. The instructions before Android rooting.

Cloud data extraction from Skype
CLOUD FORENSICS

The updated Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor now offers data extraction
from Skype. Authorization is supported via Skype credentials, phone number,
Microsoft credentials, or Microsoft tokens extracted from Apple iOS and Android
devices. The Extractor fully supports 2FA and allows configuring Proxy settings,
if required.
The extracted evidence set includes the account details, chats, calls, payments,
and group information. Please note that certain artifacts, like files and calls, are
kept on the Skype server only for 30 days while chat history is available no earlier
than April 20, 2017.
Since only recent Skype chats are synchronized with devices, cloud can be a
valuable source of complete Skype chat history.

Picture 2. Extraction of Skype data

Signal Messenger data from PC
COMPUTER ARTIFACTS

The updated Oxygen Forensic® KeyScout can now collect and automatically
decrypt data from the secure Signal Messenger from Windows, macOS, and Linux
computers. The evidence set will include the account details, contacts, information
about groups, messages saved on PC, attachments, and geo-coordinates. Please
note that Oxygen Forensic® Detective also supports Signal Messenger extraction
and decryption from Apple iOS and Android devices.
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The new Statistics section
DATA ANALYSIS

We are constantly upgrading and enhancing our analytical tools built into Oxygen
Forensic® Detective. This release introduces a new Statistics section that offers
the most comprehensive analysis of user activity. The statistical information is
divided into widgets that can be hidden by right-clicking. The widgets include:
• Activity chart that shows the user activity by time periods;
• Activity matrix displaying the intervals of user activity;
• Key Evidence, Tags and Notes;
• 10 last communications;
• Top 10 applications;
• Top 10 contacts;
• Top 10 groups;
• Search results by hash sets;
• Project VIC files.

Picture 3. Statistics section

Import of Snapchat Warrant Returns
DATA IMPORT

In Oxygen Forensic® Detective 12.4, you can import and parse Snapchat Warrant
Returns. The evidence set will include the account information, authorization
history, as well as private and group chats with shared media files. In our previous
versions, we added support for Facebook and Instagram Warrant Returns.
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Convenient SQLite Database Analysis
GENERAL

Oxygen Forensic® Detective offers you the ability to start the built-in Oxygen
Forensic® SQLite Viewer from the main Home screen or by clicking any SQLite
database inside the software.
In the new version, we have made the process of working with SQLite databases
even more convenient. Now you can open any SQLite database in the newly
designed File Viewer by right-clicking on the database and choosing the “Open
in File Viewer” option. The database will be opened in a separate tab that will be
saved between sessions, like all the other program tabs.
The newly designed File Viewer processes large SQLite databases several times
faster than the SQLite Viewer. You can view the database contents, open new
databases, convert values to a readable format, create SQL requests, and use
other available features. If rollback journal and Write ahead Logs are available,
they will be automatically opened together with the main SQLite database. Please
note that the current version of the File Viewer does not allow you to recover
deleted records and has no Export function. These features will be added in the
next Viewer version.

Picture 4. A SQLIte database opened in a new tab.
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The New Import Wizard
DATA IMPORT

The updated Oxygen Forensic® Detective provides a new and user-friendly
interface for backup import. Now you have an opportunity to thoroughly configure
data imports: enter extraction and case details, apply general import settings,
choose settings for nested archives, and enable or disable advanced analytics and
deleted data recovery. To open the Import Wizard, click on the “Backup Import”
option on the Home screen and browse for a backup.

Updated Google Mail and Huawei Cloud
CLOUD FORENSICS

Due to the Google communication protocol change, we have completely updated
our support for Google Mail service. Now you can again extract emails, contacts,
and other available data from Google Mail account via Google credentials, or
tokens extracted from Apple iOS and Android devices.
We have also updated the ability to extract contacts (current or deleted), device
lists, email addresses, calendars, call history, and messages from Huawei Cloud
via phone number, credentials, or tokens acquired from Android devices.

Device support
MOBILE FORENSICS

We have added support for over 500 new Android devices: Samsung Galaxy A31,
Samsung Galaxy A41, Samsung Galaxy A51, Samsung Galaxy A71, Samsung
Galaxy A71 5G, Samsung Galaxy S10 Lite, iPhone SE (2nd generation), etc. The
total number of supported devices is 36,033.

App support
MOBILE FORENSICS

The new version brings support for 4 new Google apps – Google Tasks, Google
Docs, Files by Google, and Google Contacts. Moreover, we have added the ability
to decrypt Apple Notes in case they were encrypted by the user.
Overall, Oxygen Forensic® Detective 12.4 offers data parsing from over 600 new
app versions from Apple iOS and Android devices. The total number of supported
versions now exceeds 15,400.
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New apps

Google Tasks
1.8.200124

2020.02.298557460

Google Tasks

Files by Google

Google Docs

Google Docs

Google Contacts

1.2020.16203

1.20.122.03

1.0.302918309

3.14.0.282336800

Updated apps
APPLE IOS

ANDROID OS

Discord (18.0)
Evernote (8.24.4)
Facebook (267.0)
Facebook Messenger (261.1)
FaceApp (4.0.4)
Firefox (24.1)
Fitbit (3.19)
Gmail (6.0.200324)
GroupMe (5.39.1)
Google Duo (85.0)
Google Photos (4.49)
Instagram (134.0)
Kik Messenger (15.22.1)
LinkedIn (9.1.176)
Likee (3.29.2)
OK (8.41)
SHAREit (3.2.68)
Skype (8.58)
Speedtest (4.2.2)
SoundHound (9.3.2)
Telegram (6.0)
Twitter (8.17.1)
Viber (12.6)
VK (5.21.3)
VSCO (161.0)
YouTube (14.35)
Yandex.Disk (3.08)
Zangi Private Messenger (5.0.0)
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Android Messages (5.2.062)
Facebook (267.0.0.42.120)
Facebook Messenger Lite (65.0.1.18.236)
Flipboard (4.2.41)
Gmail (2020.03.01.300951155;)
Google Duo (82.0.306313044.DR82_RC07)
Google Chrome (81.0.4044.111)
Google Keep (5.20.141.05.40)
ICQ (90(824420))
Kik Messenger (15.22.0.22321)
LinkedIn (4.1.440)
Likee (3.27.3)
Opera Mini Browser (47.2.2254.147957)
Skype Lite (1.9.0)
Skype (8.59.0.77)
Slack (20.03.30.0)
SHAREit (5.4.8_ww)
SoundHound (9.3.5)
Strava (146.9)
Telegram (6.0.1)
Telegram X (0.22.6.1314)
TikTok (15.4.3)
Twitter (8.30.0-release.00)
Viber (12.8.0.19)
VK (6.1.1)
VSCO (160)
WhatsApp Business (2.20.31)
WhatsApp (2.20.110)
Yahoo! Mail (6.6.2)
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